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Abstract

The Rusunawa Gunungsari was built by East Java Province Governor for riverside community. The project took a high investment cost and high operational cost. In the existing condition, occupants would not responsible for the investment cost. But they would responsible for the operational cost further. It needs analysis for appropriate main price lease which enough to replace the operational and maintenance cost. The objective of this research is to analyze the Rusunawa Guningsari minimum main price lease by calculating the operational and maintenance cost.

Break Even Point methods was used to obtain the minimum main price lease per units per months. Fixed cost and variable cost were the prime factors to determine the amount of the price lease. The analysis also counting increasing cost based on inflation and government policy. Occupancy rate was assumed based on the ratio between total target occupants which is riverside community with the availability unit in Rusunawa Gunungsari.
The result is the minimum main price lease per units per months as Rp. 317.000,00 with fixed cost RP. 966.988.598,27 / year and the variable cost is Rp. 297.450,80 / year.
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